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Abstract:  

Recent applications of bi-, oligo- or polyradicals to spin sciences have generated 

considerable interest in the design of new bi/oligoradical organic molecules. Nevertheless, 

studies of physicochemical properties open shell systems are generally based on stable 

homonuclear organic radicals, which represent only a small portion of the existing radicals. 

In this context, diazene precursors of heteroatomic radicals were incorporated into the 
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SBA-15 silica framework. Photolysis at 360 nm of the diazene moiety resulted in the 

formation of two face-to-face oxygen- and sulfur-centered radicals. These systems were 

characterized by X-, Q- and W-band EPR spectroscopy by comparing them to silicas 

functionalized with either face-to-face sulfur-centered radicals or face-to-face oxygen-

centered radicals. These EPR studies allowed measuring their half-life as well as their 

relaxation times (T1 and T2). The properties of silicas functionalized with sulfur-and 

oxygen-centered radicals fall between those measured for the two reference systems 

functionalized with only sulfur- or oxygen-centered radicals. These nanostructured silicas 

functionalized by two radicals of different nature are new potential candidates as polarizing 

agent for DNP NMR. 

Introduction 

Since the discovery of organic radicals, the reactivity of these elusive species has been 

deciphered and mastered providing a full range of invaluable transformations, which 

supplement nicely organic chemistry methodologies1 as exemplified by the recent 

advances in photocatalysis.2 These paramagnetic species also exhibit unique physico-

chemical properties, which make them of the utmost importance in several domains. 

Indeed, the presence of unpaired electrons is the key structural feature leading to a wide 

array of applications such as energy storage,3,4 activation of magnetic resonance contrast 

reagents,5 spin probes for imaging and EPR spectroscopy,6,7 opto-electronic,8 molecular 

electronics9,10 or polarizing agents for dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP).11 Radicals 

implemented in these applications can be borne by simple molecules or incorporated into 

functional materials. Common points emerge from these systems: (i) the use of stable 

radicals12 frequently based on trityl, verdazyl, or nitroxide radicals and (ii) the 

implementation of radicals of the same nature namely the recurrence/reiteration of an 

identical organic moiety.13 Recent developments in the design of DNP polarizing agents 
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clearly show the interest of more sophisticated molecules involving the presence of two 

organic radicals of different nature. These agents take advantage of the features of two 

stable radicals, generally a 1,3-bisdiphenylene-2-phenylallyl (BDPA) or a trityl radical 

associated with a nitroxide radical, for improving the DNP NMR signal 

enhancement.14,15,16,17,18,19 Up to now, it is necessary to recognize that no application, 

involving transient radicals and a fortiori two transient radicals of different nature, has 

been devised. The main reason is their high reactivity, which means short lifetimes for 

harvesting their physicochemical properties. This behaviour also explains the scarcity of 

materials or systems incorporating these elusive species. Consequently most of the radicals, 

namely the pool of transient radicals, continues to be unexplored for any application. 

In earlier studies, we have shown that the lifetime of transient radicals, such as arylsulfanyl, 

arylsulfinyl or aryloxyl radicals could be amazingly improved when located in the 

frameworks20,21,22 or on the pores23,24 of nanostructured mesoporous silicas. The same trend 

was observed in polysilsesquioxane based lamellar materials or in periodic mesoporous 

organosilicas (PMOs).22,25 These systems enabled to extend the lifetime of transient 

radicals from hundreds of microseconds to hours, days and even years, thanks to 

supramolecular interactions and to the absence of diffusion provided by the confinement 

which dramatically slowed down radical termination reactions.26 These materials can be 

considered as platforms to study radical properties and, for instance, they afforded the 

measure of relaxation times of phenoxyl radical at low (50 K) and also at room temperature. 

Thus, longer electron relaxation times allow for greater signal enhancement in DNP NMR. 

These results clearly showed that it was possible to modulate the relaxation time by 

controlling the close surrounding of the radicals.22 

The success of this strategy for the preparation of nanostructured materials functionalized 

with only one type of transient radical spurred us to tackle a more ambitious target: the 
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synthesis of mesoporous silicas functionalized with two face-to-face transient radicals of 

different nature. The purpose of these materials being to be used in an application, it was 

decided that the SBA-15 type silica met this objective for two reasons: (i) the use of  the 

sol-gel process by direct synthesis in the presence of a surfactant allows the location and 

the homogeneous distribution of the organic molecules in the framework of the silica and 

(ii) the presence of mesopores which will facilitate the diffusion of molecules without 

direct interaction with the radicals embedded in the framework. In this article, we reported 

the synthesis of the radical precursor, its incorporation into the framework of a mesoporous 

silica through the sol-gel process and the EPR characterization of this multi-radical system. 

Methods 

Experimental procedures and characterization for the preparation of organic precursors and 

derived mesoporous silicas (NMR, nitrogen adsorption/desorption analysis, SAXS, ATG) 

are fully described in the supporting information. 

 Experimental Procedure for EPR analysis. X and Q-band EPR experiments were 

performed on a Bruker Elexsys E500 spectrometer with Q-band (ER5106 QT) or X-band SHQ 

high sensitivity (ER4122SHQE) Resonatorx and the Bruker BVT 3000 set-up or Oxford CF935 

were used to control the temperature. W-band experiments were performed on a Bruker Elexsys 

E680 spectrometer equipped with a 6 T superconducting magnet and a 2-kG high-resolution 

sweep coil. Spectra were recorded with the standard W-band resonator fitted with a Bruker 

cryogen-free system (Stinger). The photolysis was directly performed in the cavity of the EPR 

spectrometer with a Hamamatsu LC8 01A light source with a 360-370 nm filter. For X-band 

EPR, the sample irradiation was performed before the introduction of the EPR tube in the cavity 

with a Rayonet apparatus (RPR-200, 16 UV lamps (360 nm)). 

5 mg of fuctionalized silica were introduced in a 4 mm quartz-glass tube for X-band and in a 3 

mm quartz-glass tube for Q and W-band, For experiments in the absence of oxygen, 

functionalized silicas were degassed with a 10-5 mbar vacuum pump and finally filled with 

argon. EPR spectra for direct observation of oxygen centered radical experiments were recorded 

with the parameters: X-band: modulation amplitude = 0.2 mT, receiver gain = 99 dB, 

modulation frequency = 100 kHz, power = 0.2 mW, sweep width = 20 mT, conversion time = 
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29.3 ms, sweep time = 30 s, number of scans = 2. Q-band: modulation amplitude = 0.1 mT, 

receiver gain = 50 dB, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, power = 0.1 mW, sweep width = 30 

mT, conversion time = 81.9 ms, sweep time = 83.9 s, number of scans = 1. W-band: modulation 

amplitude = 0.3 mT, receiver gain = 26 dB, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, power = 0.005 

mW, sweep width = 50 mT, conversion time = 81.9 ms, sweep time = 83.9 s, number of scans 

= 50. 

Results and discussion 

 

Material syntheses. The precursor design should meet several criteria: (i) be stable all 

along the silica preparation, (ii) generate cleanly and concomitantly upon the same 

conditions two radicals centered on different atoms and (iii) favour long radical 

lifetimes. Relying on previous results, arylsulfanyl20 and aryloxyl22 radicals were 

selected as model transient radical for this study. They can both be generated through a 

two-steps photochemically initiated process involving the decomposition of a diazene 

moiety and the β-fragmentation of the resulting tertiary carbon centered radical (Scheme 

1). 
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Scheme 1. Radical generation in the framework through diazene decomposition (SBAn-SO, 
SBAn-SS and SBAn-OO) 

It must underlined that the β-fragmentation reaction releasing the sulfur centered 

radical27 occurred at least five order of magnitude faster than for the oxygen centered 
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radical (kf≈108 s-1 versus kf<103 s-1). However, at solid state, i.e. in the absence of the 

competitive pathway occurring in solution, this process enabled the clean generation of 

both radicals.20,28 The presence of chlorine atoms in ortho positions of a phenoxyl radical 

prevents side reactions on these positions and, as a consequence, increases dramatically 

its lifetime.22 It is the reason why all the ortho positions, with respect to the sulfur and 

the oxygen atoms, were protected with a chlorine atom. It must be pointed out that in 

this approach, all along the silica synthesis, the diazene moiety acts as a spacer between 

the oxygen and sulfur atoms. As consequence, once decomposed and because of the 

covalent anchoring of the organic precursor, both radicals cannot react together. 

Reflecting all these considerations, SBA-15 type mesoporous silica was selected for this 

study. Throughout this article, the silicas were named SBAn-XY where SBA reminds 

the SBA-15 type structure and XY the nature of the atoms bearing the facing radicals 

(oxygen or sulfur). In order to substantiate the forthcoming EPR study of the multi-

radical silicas generated from SBAn-SO, analogous silicas SBAn-SS and SBAn-OO, 

functionalized with precursors of only sulfur- or only oxygen-centered radicals, were 

also prepared for having a characteristic signature of these radicals in these complex 

systems. SBAn-OO was already available thanks to a previous investigation.22 SBAn-

SO and SBAn-SS were prepared from diazene 1 and 2 (Scheme 4). These precursors 

differ only by the nature of one atom, which was either an oxygen or a sulfur atom. They 

were both prepared from readily available diol 15. The introduction of the two sulfur 

atoms was performed in a two steps sequence, formation of a triflate leaving group then 

substitution with potassium ethyl xanthogenate (Scheme 2). The deprotection of 17 led 

to dithiol 16 on which the correctly substituted aromatic rings were introduced through 

a nucleophilic aromatic substitution. 
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of diazene intermediate 11 

The synthetic approach of 1 was slightly different since a desymmetrisation of diol 15 was 

needed to introduce only one sulfur atom. The monoesterification of diol 15 was followed by 

the activation of the remaining alcohol and its substitution with potassium ethyl xanthogenate 

(Scheme 3). The simultaneous reduction of the ester group and the xanthate function on 13 with 

AlLiH4 enabled the generation of the two targeted functions alcohol and thiol, which were used 

to insert the aromatic ring. 

 

Scheme 3. Synthesis of diazene intermediate 10 

At this stage, the moiety for the generation of radicals was complete it remained to insert the 

linker for binding the precursor to the silica. The conversion of the advanced intermediates 10 

and 11 into 1 and 2 needed the implementation of the same four steps: (i) the reduction of the 

nitro group into an amine, (ii) formation of the corresponding isocyanate, (iii) addition of 

allylamine to form the dissymmetric urea and (iv) the hydrosilylation of the double bond with 
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the triethoxysilane (Scheme 4). It could be underlined that the weak nucleophilic character of 

anilines 8 and 9 prevented their direct addition onto 3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl isocyanate. The 

triethoxysilyl groups were essential for the implementation of the sol-gel process.  

 

Scheme 4. Synthesis of SBA-15 mesoporous silicas SBAn-SO, SBAn-SS and SBAn-OO 

The functionalized 2D hexagonal SBA-15 type silicas were prepared by co-condensation of 

triethoxysilanes 1 or 2 with tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) in the presence of a structure directing 

agent (P123 (PEO20PPO70PEO20)). The sol-gel process by direct synthesis is known to provide 

materials with a good level of nanostructuration and a homogeneous distribution of the organic 

silylated molecules in their walls.29,30 The resulting materials were named SBAn-SO in which 

SO specifies the nature of the radicals formed from this organic precursor and n indicates the 

TEOS/radical precursor molar ratio determined after the characterization of the hybrid silicas. 
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It should be noted that a decrease in the n value corresponds to an increase of the precursor 

concentration. 

Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) was used to find out the n value thanks to the peculiar loss 

of mass related to the diazene decomposition and the β-fragmentation between 130 and 

220°C,20 namely one molecule of dinitrogen and two molecules of isobutene (Figure 1). The 

overall mass loss corresponded to the quantity of precursors in the materials. Four and five 

different loadings were prepared for SBAn-SO (n=38, 62, 110, 336) and SBAn-SS (n= 36, 46, 

217, 272, 570), respectively (see SI). 

 

Figure 1. TGA of SBA36-SS 

All the materials were completely characterized by standard techniques (nitrogen 

adsorption/desorption analysis NMR, TGA, SAXS) (see SI). The main characteristics of 

these functionalized mesoporous silicas were collected in Table 1. The nitrogen 

adsorption–desorption isotherms of all materials measured at 77 K were type IV, with a 

H1-type hysteresis loop with high surface area (from 314 to 913 m2/g) and pore size 

between 6.4 and 9.6 nm. According to the XRD patterns of the powders, functionalized 

silicas exhibited three well-resolved diffraction peaks which can be indexed as (100), (110) 

and (200) reflections, corresponding to a 2-D hexagonal structure. 13C and 29Si Cross 

Polarisation Magic Angle Spinning (CPMAS) NMR spectra of these silicas displayed (i) 

the integrity of the carbon skeleton of the radical precursors after the sol-gel process and 
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(ii) the presence of T3 silicon (C-Si(O)3) proving a covalent anchoring of the organic group 

onto the silicas thanks to a C-Si bond. It must be mentioned that in the case of low loadings, 

i.e. SBA336-SO and SBA570-SS, 13C DNP SS NMR were performed to highlight the organic 

moieties (see SI). 

Table 1. Physico-chemical characteristics of SBAn-SO and SBAn-SS 

 
[precursor]a 
(µmol.g-1) 

Dp 

(nm) 

SBET 
(m2/g) 

Vp 
(cm3/g) 

d100 
(nm) 

a0 
(nm) 

Wall thickness 
(nm) 

SBA38-SO 563 9.6 314 0.9 11.6 13.4 3.8 
SBA62-SO 321 9.1 535 1.3 11.4 13.1 4.0 

SBA110-
SO 

227 7.8 593 1.4 10.7 12.3 4.5 

SBA336-
SO 

77 8.3 595 1.4 10.9 12.6 4.3 

SBA36-SS 436 7.6  554  1.2 11.9 13.7 6.1 
SBA46-SS 244 6.4 913 1.8 11.3 13.0 6.6 
SBA217-SS 121 7.6 589 1.0 10.9 12.6 5.0 
SBA272-SS 97 8.3 624 1.2 11.0 12.7 4.4 
SBA570-SS 48 8.3 690 1.3 10.9 12.7 4.4 

a Concentration of 1 or 2 in the mesoporous silica determined with TGA. 

EPR studies. The fragmentation of the radical precursor was triggered by direct irradiation of 

the silicas. The behaviour of radicals generated from SBAn-SO, SBAn-SS and SBAn-OO was 

studied by EPR spectroscopy. The first series of experiments was performed directly in the 

cavity of an X band EPR spectrometer at 293K. The silica was irradiated in a 4 mm quartz-

glass tube at 360 nm. Preliminary studies have shown that the presence of dioxygen did not 

impede EPR investigation of the phenoxyl radical incorporated into the wall of SBAn-OO. In 

order to evaluate the sensitivity of SBAn-SO and SBAn-SS towards dioxygen, kinetics of 

formation of radicals were performed under vacuum and air (Figure 2).22 
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a)  

b)  

Figure 2. EPR growth curves of radicals generated from SBA38-SO (a) and SBA36-SS (b) 
under irradiation at 360 nm in the EPR cavity from the double integrated signal. 

With both materials, these experiments clearly showed a moderate impact of dioxygen since 

the amount of radicals formed after 3h was nearly similar. These unexpected results may be 

analyzed through the reactivity of arylsulfanyl and aryloxyl radicals which are transient species 

in solution. In solution, the reaction of phenoxyl radicals with dioxygen is relatively slow31 and 

does not compete with the fast dimerization reactions.32 However, more stable 2,4,6-

trisubstituted phenoxyl radicals can react with dioxygen.33,34 When the 4-ureido-2,6-

dichlorophenoxyl radical (Scheme 1) was covalently embedded in the framework of the silica, 

dimerization reactions were precluded because of the absence of diffusion whereas the coupling 

with dioxygen was still possible. The absence of dioxygen effect on the radical formation could 

be explained by a synergetic effect between the steric hindrance of the substituents on the 

aromatic ring and the wall of silica that can be perceived as an external radical protection. 

Concerning the sulfur centered radical in solution, dioxygen reacts rapidly35,36 and reversibly37 
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with alkylsulfanyl radical to form thiyl peroxyl radicals which may evolve either through 

bimolecular processes or unimolecular rearrangement to sulfonyl radical.38 However, 

arylsulfanyl radical behaves differently since its reversible coupling with dioxygen occurs five 

order of magnitude slower.39 This low reactivity combined with, the absence of diffusion and 

the protection of the radical center by the ortho substituents and the silica wall contributed to 

the stability of the arylsulfanyl radical in SBA under air atmosphere. Under these conditions, 

half lifetimes of SBA38-SO and SBA36-SS were greater than 40 days. 

According to these results, the following EPR studies were therefore performed under air. 

To highlight the simultaneous formation of the arylsulfanyl and phenoxyl radicals in SBAn-SO, 

silicas SBAn-SS and SBAn-OO, functionalized with precursors of only sulfur or only oxygen 

centered radicals, were first studied by EPR spectroscopy for having a characteristic signature 

of these radicals (Figure 3 a and b). 

 X-Band Q-Band W-Band 

(a) 
SBA36‐SS 

(b) 
SBA26‐OO 

(c) 
SBA38‐SO 
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Figure 3. EPR spectra recorded at 9 (X band), 35 (Q band) and 95 (W band) GHz after 
irradiation of (a) SBA36-SS, (b) SBA26-OO and (c) SBA38-SO (for experimental parameters, 
see SI). 

CW-EPR X-band powder spectrum for SBAn-SS showed a nearly axial anisotropic signal, 

resulting from the immobilization of the radicals characterized by g//=2.015 and g┴ = 2.006, 

and a peak-to-peak line-width Hpp= 0.7 mT at X-band. These parameters are in agreement 

with the formation of arylsulfanyl radicals40 for which the g tensor is axial and the spin density 

is localized on the sulfur atom. In the case of SBAn-OO, an isotropic signal at g = 2.005 and a 

Hpp= 0.8 mT with an unresolved g-tensor anisotropy was recorded after irradiation. The 

Lande ́ g-factors of this signal is in agreement with the formation of phenoxyl radicals.41 The 

EPR studies of silicas functionalized with only sulfur- or oxygen centered- radicals have 

provided reference spectra for the characterization of SBAn-SO. 

SBAn-SO was irradiated at 360 nm. The X-band powder spectrum (Figure 3c) exhibits mainly 

a broad and unresolved signal at g = 2.004 and and a Hpp= 0.8 mT. But the presence of a 

shoulder at the base of the main peak, at g = 2.015, is characteristic of the g parallel contribution 

observed for the arylsulfanyl radical. This signal at 2.015 is clearly an imprint of the presence 

of the arylsulfanyl radical. To increase the resolution, an investigation at higher frequency was 

performed. These experiments allowed a larger magnetic field range distribution of the g-

tensors, often enabling the resolution of the g-tensor anisotropies, providing a molecular 

fingerprint for the organic radical assignment.  

First Q-band CW-EPR spectra of SBA36-SS, SBA19-OO and SBA38-SO were recorded at room 

temperature after irradiation at 360 nm. As expected for SBA36-SS, i.e. S-centered radical, a 

better resolution was recorded for the g-tensor while for SBA19-OO, i.e. O-centered radical, no 

anisotropy of the g tensor was revealed. In the case of SBA38-SO, a shoulder on the negative 

component of the principal signal was observed as a better resolution of the g parallel 

component of the arylsulfanyl radical at g = 2.015. This observation and the line position at g 
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= 2.004 were consistent with the simultaneous presence of O- and S-centered radicals. This 

conclusion was ascertained with the W-band CW-EPR spectra of SBA36-SS, SBA19-OO and 

SBA38-SO and enable to specify the g-values of the aryloxyl radical g1, 2, 3 = 2.0071, 2.0059, 

2.0035.  

Electron spin relaxation properties of the radicals 

These polyradical systems were then studied by pulsed EPR spectroscopy. Classical pulsed 

EPR experiments were recorded and analyzed as described in a previous paper in order to 

determine mean longitudinal relaxation times, <T1e>, and spin-spin relaxation times, Tm, 

(Inversion-Recovery and spin-echo decay curves, respectively).22 All the experiments were 

recorded at T=50K. 

As with the Q-band CW-EPR study, the comparison of the X-band pulsed EPR field sweep 

showed the SBA38-SO signal can be considered as a combinationof SBA36-SS and SBA19-OO 

signals. Indeed, the difference between SBA38-SO (black line) and SBA36-SS (red line) led to 

the blue line, which corresponded to the field sweep signal of SBA19-OO (green line) (Figure 

4). 

 

Figure 4. X-band pulsed EPR field sweep, Black line: SBA38-SO. Red line: SBA36-SS. Blue 
line: the difference between SBA38-SO and SBA36-SS. Green line: SBA19-OO. 
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The mean longitudinal relaxation times were measured at the maximum of the absorption 

signal, <T1e> in Figure 5a, showed two significant trends. First, for all the SBAn-X materials 

the <T1e> decreased as n increased, that is to say, when the radical concentration decreased. 

This behaviour was already observed in our previous study 22 and was attributed to the higher 

mobility of the radical at low loading in precursor. Second, the <T1e> increased in the series 

SBAn-SS, SBAn-SO and SBAn-OO reflecting the influence of the spin-orbit contribution of the 

sulfur radical in the relaxation process. The more sulfur radicals were present the faster <T1e>. 

This result was confirmed by the CW EPR saturation curves which exhibited the same 

behaviour (Figure 6). 

The phase memory time, Tm in Figure 5b, followed the same behavior, with a longer Tm at high 

radical contents (small values of n) and when only oxygen radicals were involved. Nevertheless, 

no significant differences were observed between SBAn-SO and SBAn-SS for the Tm. 

Thanks to the silica nanostructure, the relaxation time are longer than those measured in 

solution for the same radicals,42 there are even longer than those of the nitroxides typically used 

in DNP NMR as polarizing agent.43 In addition, two other points drew our attention: (i) SBAn-

SO exhibits relaxation times that are on the order of those of SBAn-OO and (ii) the two sulfur- 

and oxygen-centered radicals have different g-values (see CW, X-, Q- and W-band results). 

These physicochemical properties make them potential candidates as polarizing agents for DNP 

SS NMR by implementing the Cross Effect mechanism,11 which is one of the most efficient in 

DNP.  
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(a)   

 (b)  

Figure 5. (a) Mean longitudinal relaxation time, <T1e>, and (b) Phase memory time, Tm, as a 

function of the loading (precursor dilution) for SBAn-SO, SBAn-SS and SBAn-OO materials 

at T=50K. 

 

 

Figure 6. Saturation curves of SBA38-SO, SBA36-SS and SBA26-OO at 293K from double 
integrated signal. 
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Conclusion 

Increasing and controlling the complexity of new paramagnetic nanostructured materials is key 

to the development of new applications in spin sciences. In this study, it was demonstrated that 

it was possible to design and prepare nanostructured silicas in which two different transient 

radicals were positioned face-to-face. This was made possible by the flexibility of the sol-gel 

process which allowed the selective incorporation of an original radical precursor into the silica 

walls. The radicals were generated under mild irradiation conditions at room temperature. These 

polyradical silicas were characterized by EPR spectroscopy through comparison with reference 

silicas functionnalized with face-to-face oxygen-oxygen and sulfur-sulfur radicals. This study 

carried out with X-, Q- and W-band EPR spectrometers showed that these systems have 

physico-chemical properties between the two reference systems. In addition, these radicals have 

surprisingly long half-lives, making it possible to consider applications in areas where spin 

interaction is required. 
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